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About�CareRay

Established in 2007, CareRay Digital Medical System Co. is dedicated to the innovation and production of the 

newest generation of �at panel detectors for medical, veterinary, security and industrial digital X-ray imaging 

systems.

CareRay excels at developing and manufacturing high-performance ceasium iodide (CsI) detectors and o�ers a 

complete line of sizes of �xed, portable and wireless models. CareRay also customizes production upon request and 

welcomes product partners.

CareRay’s award winning R&D team of experts has created more than a dozen signi�cant technology patents, which 

we use to produce superior �at panel detectors for the global market.

Our global sales, service and support o�ce is located in San Jose, California, USA. 

Our R&D department and production facility are located in the SuZhou Industrial Park in China.

Through the pursuit of excellence, optimized engineering and disciplined fabrication processes, CareRay provides 

customers with advanced, robust, user-friendly �at panel detectors and software.

Our mission as a technology innovator and international supplier is to revolutionize diagnostic imaging by sharing 

the bene�ts of our scienti�c and functional advances.

Dealers and OEM Manufacturers, we welcome your enquiries on our product  line, our customized production 

programs and our latest R&D break-throughs !



CareRay�Direct-Deposit�CsI�design
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What do other detectors struggle with ?

  poor image resolution

   degradation

  unevenness, moisture), resulting in reliability and longevity problems

Common�CsI�Plate�design�(glued)

Ar



CareRay�Direct�Deposit�CsI�Comparison�to�Sample�Competitor�

Identical TFT/PD panel with 142 um pitch    -  Identical Readout/Digital processing   - independent 3rd party results

CareRay   25% Higher

Sensitivity !

CareRay   70% Better 

Resolution !
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CareRay 30% Higher

DQE  !

CareRay�s�High�Dynamic�Range�(HDR)�Advantage

Traditionally, when pixel pitch is shrunk, a sensor�s dynamic range is compromised due to reduced charge capacity. 

This is what CareRay�s competitors face.

CareRay has developed an advanced passive sensor design and a-Si process technology, incorporating CareRay�s 

patented device design for TFT, PD, and Storage Capacitor.  The results have been amazing !

Some of our small pixel detector series have dynamic ranges that are 3 times that of other detectors on the market.  
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CareRay�s�Unique�Full-Field�Auto-Exposure�Detection�(F2AED)

CareRay�s patented  F2AED technology uses the entire photodiode array sensor on the surface of the glass substrate 

to collect light to trigger the acquisition process. 

Many other manufacturers offering AED need to place gaps between their pixels to purposely let light through to 

trigger their AED photodiodes which are placed under the glass substrate.  They have to incorporate in their panel 

design an inherent conflict between AED design and optimum imaging. Not so with CareRay !

CareRay�s F2AED technology means no blind areas on the detector as the entire sensor is used for AED.  This 

provides reliability and sensitivity even when the x-ray dose is low.    It also means optimum imaging as we don�t need 

to increase the gap between pixels.                     to increase the gap between pixels.                     gagap between pixels.                     

Glass SubstrateGlass Substrate

F2AED uses entire PD array sensor to collect ALL 

the light in CsI to trigger acquisition process ...
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Glass Substrate

Use PD to collect light leaked through 

pixel/glass to trigger acquisition process... Photodiode 
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X-ray
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Compromise X-ray 

image quality

CareRay�s F2AED means NO COMPROMISE, NO BLIND AREAS, NO LOW SENSITIVITY ISSUES.

Common AED configuration means other panels can perform unreliably, have blind areas and low sensitivity



CareView    series of digital 

flat panel detectors

CareView® series X-ray flat panel detectors incorporate the proven technology of amorphous silicon. The amorphous silicon 

photodiode array and TFT underneath convert invisible X-ray photons into visible photons, and then into electric charges. 

The electron signals are measured and amplified in the data line, and then converted to digital signals by the Analog/Digital 

converter. Finally, the digital signals are transmitted to a PC for processing to form an image. 

High DQE, high spatial resolution, extraordinary dynamic range and ultra-low noise  are hallmarks of our CareView® series.

Each Careview detector is submitted for FDA, CE and CFDA approval.

CareView®  detectors are integrated with CarePACS DXR software, which is  an acquisition-viewing combination and 

supports up to 5 shared viewers and unlimited hosts. Network PACS and Enterprise PACS options are available.

CarePACS DXR software is for both veterinary and medical professionals and is imbedded with convenient instructional 

pictures and video clips on x-ray procedures and sample images.
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1500 Cw 14x17� wireless   Touch-n-Shoot Trigger Top   
1500Cw 14� x17� wireless   Touch-n-Shoot Trigger Top   

CareRay U.S.A. Inc.  sales and  tech support 

Tel: 604-558-1388

E-mail: globalsales@careray.com

Address: #3 - 3001 Winchester Blvd.

Campbell, California, USA 95008

CareRay Digital Medical System Co. Ltd. headquarters 

Tel: 86-512-8686 0288

E-mail: sales@careray.com

Address: 5th floor, BioBay B3, 218 Xinghu Street

Suzhou (SIP) Jiangsu, China 215123

NEW


